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6

Abstract7

With end users demanding faster response time and management demanding lower costs and8

more flexibility, Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) projects are becoming more complex9

and brittle. Proper costing and identification of feasible benefits of SOA projects are quickly10

becoming a significant influence in the mainstream of all industries. SOA is intended to11

improve software interoperability by exposing dynamic applications as services. Current SOA12

quality metrics pay little attention to service complexity as an important key design feature13

that impacts other internal SOA quality attributes. Due to this complexity of SOA, cost and14

effort estimation for SOA-based software development is more difficult than that of traditional15

software development. Unfortunately, there is little or no effort about cost and effort16

estimation for SOA-based software. Traditional software cost estimation approaches are17

inadequate to address the complex service-oriented systems. Although numerous sources18

expound on the technical advantages of SOA as well as listing praises for their intuitive and19

qualitative benefits, until now no one has provided a reliable and quantifiable result from SOA20

implementations currently in production. This paper proposes a novel framework based on21

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) approach for cost estimation of SOA-based software by22

dealing separately with service parts. The WBS framework can help organizations simplify23

and regulate SOA implementation cost estimation by explicit identification of SOA-specific24

tasks in the WBS. Furthermore, both cost estimation modelling and software sizing work can25

be satisfied respectively by switching the corresponding metrics within this framework. We26

provide an example case study to demonstrate proposed metrics and we also investigate the27

benefit of SOA to its adopters.28

29

Index terms— Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), Software Cost Estimation, Work Breakdown Structure30
(WBS), Framework, Return on Investment (ROI).31

1 INTRODUCTION32

well-developed understanding of the Return on Investment (ROI) for SOA has been a complex undertaking33
[1]. This is due in part to the deficiency in comprehensive historical data on which to base any such model.34
For the most part, SOA often exist as pilot projects than as full-blown production systems, and even those rare35
production-quality systems that do exist are too new for use in understanding critical issues to the ROI equations,36
such as reusability and redeployment. Most organizations that want to build an SOA don’t have a clue on how to37
approach the cost estimation process. In many cases, they grossly underestimate the cost of their SOA, hoping38
the management won’t notice, this is done to get approval and reveal the higher costs later after investment may39
have been made and too late to go back. This is not a good management practice. The other problem militating40
against building a comprehensive cost model for SOA is the need to separate the service cost that results in41
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5 B) WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE

SOA from any well-designed application and the specific or incremental cost that obtains from a well designed42
SOA application built on services architecture. Software cost estimation for Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)43
development confronts more challenges than for traditional software development. One of the main reasons is the44
architectural difference in SOA compared to traditional software development. Josuttis [2] has pointed out that45
distributed processing would be inevitably more complicated than non-distributed processing, and any form of46
loose coupling will increase complexity. Meanwhile, the more complexity involved in a system, the more difficulty47
the designers or engineers have to understand the implementation process and thus the system itself [3]. In other48
words, people have to devote more effort to accurate manipulations when performing more complicated tasks.49
In practice, building a true heterogeneous SOA for a wide range of operating environments may take years of50
development time if the company does not have sufficient SOA experience and expertise [4]. It is difficult to51
foresee and justify the cost and effort of developing an SOA application before the project starts. The problem52
of SOA cost estimation has not been addressed adequately in the existing literature.53

2 A54

The current cost estimation approaches for traditional software development are inadequate for complex service-55
oriented software. For example, COCOMO II cannot arrive at global cost approximation for the entire SOA56
application development, and expert judgment may easily fall into traps of uncertainty or bias because of the57
complexity of the SOA. This paper proposes a novel framework by employing a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)58
approach in an attempt to deal with cost estimation problem for SOA based software development. Within this59
WBS framework, services are classified into three primitive types and one combined type according to different60
development processes. Cost estimation for developing primitive services can be handled as sub-problems that61
are small and independent enough to be solved. For combined services, the division procedure will emerge62
recursively until all the resulting separated services are primitive. The cost and effort of service integration is63
then calculated gradually following the reverse division sequence. The application of the WBS cost estimation64
framework is demonstrated using a case study. The result shows that the proposed framework can simplify65
and regulate the complicated development cost estimation for SOA-based applications. The business goals and66
objectives of SOA are to increase agility and reduce costs while the technical goals and objectives are to increase67
usability, improve maintainability and reduce redundancy [5]. SOA hold out the promise for a brave new world68
of applications development, deployment, and reuse that many proponents believe will usher in unprecedented69
levels of Return on Investment (ROI) for a domain that has long suffered from cost overruns and excessive, often70
unjustified expenditures. The ability to lower the cost of integration while improving the leveragability of key71
software and business process assets are only a few of the reasons why the ROI of service-oriented architectures72
and composite applications is thought to herald a new economic reality for IT and business development. Ease73
of use and lower training costs, lower cost of deployment, faster time to market, improved business requirement74
matching, and better multi-channel deployment are among the myriad reasons the technologies are so eagerly75
awaited by business and IT managers alike.76

3 II.77

4 RELATED WORK a) SOA Services78

SOA is a collection of services with well-defined interfaces and a shared communications model. A service79
is a coarse-grained, discoverable, and self contained software entity that interacts with applications and other80
services through a loosely coupled, often asynchronous, message-based communication model [6]. A system or81
application is designed and implemented to make use of these services. This developed capability may itself82
provide services within the overall SOA. The underlying idea of SOA is that it would be cheaper and faster83
to build or modify applications by composing them out of limited-purpose components that can communicate84
with each other because the components strictly adhere to interface rules [7]. The advent of the Internet and85
World Wide Web (WWW) introduced a new wave of research on collaborative product development environment86
??8][9][10] ??11][12]. Yusuf et al., [13] Observed that the Internet is no longer a simple network of computers but a87
network of potential services in which the functional views of services need to be clearly defined during the design88
of an Internet-based distributed engineering system. The most common form of SOA is that of Web services89
in which all of the following apply: service interfaces are described using Web Services Description Language90
(WSSL), payload is transmitted using Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) over Hypertext Transfer Protocol91
(HTTP), and Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) is optionally used as the directory service92
[14]. However, WSSL, SOAP, and HTTP are not the only foundation on which an SOA can be built. Other93
technologies such as CORBA and IBM’s Web sphere can be used as part of the messaging backbone of an SOA.94

5 b) Work Breakdown Structure95

A Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is a hierarchical decomposition (tree structure) of the work required to96
accomplish a goal. It is developed by starting with the end objective and successively redividing it into manageable97
components in terms of size, duration, and responsibility [15]. However, it is often done as a modification of98
an existing WBS for a similar project. It is an essential starting input to both estimation and to scheduling.99
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In essence, it provides the chart of accounts for a project. To know what something cost, it needs to exist as100
a task in the WBS. In large projects, the approach is quite complex and can be as much as five or six levels101
deep. Usually, items at the same level of hierarchy are in the order they are executed, although this is not102
required. Traditionally, definition of the WBS is left to vendors with the integrated master schedule and price103
proposal based upon it included as part of the RFP response. More often than not, the organization of the104
WBS in software development follows the traditional ”waterfall” method of system development. The primary105
constraint is that the WBS fulfils the requirements of the statement of work [16]. Since the development of106
the software within services is about the same as traditional development, we suggest Breakdown of SOA into107
Services from a WBS perspective. c) COCOMO II COCOMO II (Constructive Cost Model) [17] is one of108
the best-known and best-documented algorithmic models, which allows organizations to estimate cost, effort,109
and schedule when planning new software development activities. Tansey and Stroulia [18] have attempted to110
use COCOMO II to estimate the cost of creating and migrating services. They reported that COCOMO II111
should be extended to accommodate new characteristics of SOA based development. COCOMO II is generally112
inadequate to accommodate the cost estimation needs for SOA-based software development. When considering113
the declarative composition specifications, a fundamentally different development process may be adopted in114
SOA-based software. Based on the Internet technologies, SOAbased software can be realized as a composition of115
loosely coupled services with well-defined interfaces and consistent communication protocols. These services hide116
technical details, and are not restricted to any specific technology. In other words, the service implementation is117
programming language and platform independent. Therefore, an SOA-based application could comprise the118
combination of all possible development strategies and development processes. Consequently, although the119
COCOMO II model has a large number of coefficients such as effort multipliers and scale factors, it is difficult120
to directly justify the cost estimation for SOA-based software development. On the other hand, considering121
the difference between component orientation and service orientation [19], the COCOMO II model by itself is122
inadequate to estimate effort required when reusing service-oriented resources. COCOMO II considers two types123
of reused components, namely black-box components and whitebox components. Black-box components can be124
reused without knowing the detailed code or making any change to it, while white-box components have to be125
modified with new code or integrated with other reused components before it can be reused. Similarly, within the126
SOA framework, there are black-box services that can be adopted directly, and white-box services that should127
be ported from legacy systems. Nevertheless, taking black-box reuse for instance, the difference between code-128
level and service-level reuse is significant. Whether a code-level component is suitable or not for reuse should129
be understood and revealed by using reverse engineering or reengineering [20] according to the real situation.130
Comparatively, the contractually reusable and loosely coupled service can be reused directly through service131
discovery techniques, for example semantic annotation and quality of service.132

6 d) Function Point Analysis and Software Sizing133

Size prediction for the constructed deliverables has been identified as one of the key elements in any software134
project estimation. SLOC (Source Line of Code) and Function Point are the two predominant sizing measures.135
Function Point measures software system size through quantifying the amount of functionality provided to the136
user in terms of the number of inputs, outputs, inquires, and files. In practice, Function Point can be used137
continuously throughout the entire software development life cycle, which provides the essential value of what138
the software is and what it does with data from the user’s viewpoint. Santillo attempts to use the Function139
Point method to measure software size in an SOA environment [21]. After comparing the effect of adopting140
the first and second generation methods, that is the International Function Point User’s Group (IFPUG) and141
Common Software Measurement International Consortium (COSMIC) respectively, Santillo identifies several142
critical issues. The prominent one is that SOA is functionally different from traditional software architectures,143
because the ”function” of a service should represent a real-world self-contained business activity [2]. More issues144
appear when applying IFPUG to software system size measurement. For example, the effort of wrapping legacy145
code and data to work as services cannot be assigned to any functional size. Measuring with the COSMIC146
approach, on the contrary, is supposed to satisfy the typical sizing aspects of SOA-based software. However,147
there is a lack of guidelines for practical application of COSMIC measurement in SOA context. In addition to148
the application of Function Points, Liu et al. [22] use Service Points to measure the size of SOA-based software.149
The software size estimation is based on the sum of the sizes of each service.150

Where P i is an infrastructure factor with empirical value that is related to the supporting infrastructure,151
technology and governance processes; P represents a single specific service’s estimated size that varies with152
different service types, including existing service, service built from existing resources, and service built from153
scratch. This approach implies that the size of a service-oriented application depends significantly on the service154
type. However, the calculation of P for various services is not discussed in detail.155

7 e) SMART and SMAT-AUS Framework156

The ”Service-Oriented Migration and Reuse Technique” (SMART) was developed to assist organizations in157
analyzing legacy capabilities for use as services in an SOA. SMART was derived from the Options Analysis158
for Reengineering (OAR) method developed at the SEI that was successfully used to support analysis of reuse159
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7 E) SMART AND SMAT-AUS FRAMEWORK

potential for legacy components [23]. SMART gathers a wide range of information about legacy components,160
the target SOA, and potential services to produce a service migration strategy as its primary product. However,161
SMART also produces other outputs that are useful to an organization whether or not it decides on migration.162

Information-gathering activities are directed by the Service Migration Interview Guide (SMIG). The SMIG163
contains questions that directly address the gap between the existing and target architecture, design, and code,164
as well as questions concerning issues that must be addressed in service migration efforts. Use of the SMIG165
assures broad and consistent coverage of the factors that influence the cost, effort, and risk involved in migration166
to services. Unlike SMART, SMAT-AUS [24] is a framework that is developed to determine the scope and167
estimate cost and effort for SOA projects. [25] that can be adopted for service mining cost estimation, currently168
there are no other metrics suitable for the different projects beneath the SMAT-AUS framework. Instead, some169
abstract cost-estimation-discussions related to aforementioned project types can be found through a literature170
review. Umar and Zordan [26] warn that both gradual and sudden migration would be expensive and risky so171
that costs and benefits must be carefully weighed. Bosworth [27] gives a full consideration about complexity172
and cost when developing Web services. Liu et al. [22] directly suggest that traditional methods can be used to173
estimate the cost of building services from scratch. Since utilizing solutions based on interoperable services is174
part of service-oriented integration (SOI) and results in an SOI structure, Erl [28] gives a bottom line of effort175
and cost estimation for cross-application integration: ”The cost and effort of cross-application integration is176
significantly lowered when applications being integrated are SOAcompliant.” A generic SOA application could177
be sophisticated. But this can be handled in SMAT-AUS by breaking the problem into more manageable pieces178
(i.e. a combination of project types) however specifying how all of these pieces are estimated and the procedure179
required for practical estimation of software development cost for SOA-based systems is still being developed.180

f) ROI of SOA Based on Traditional Component Reuse Barry Boehm provided two useful formulas when181
estimating the cost of software systems reuse. One formula is from the provider’s point of view, while the other is182
from consumer’s [29] Poulin Jeffery [30] examined large-scale SOA service providers to estimate the value ranges183
for these formulas in practice. His data shows that RCWR ranges between 1.15 and 2.0 with median of 1.2, while184
RCR ranges between 0.15 and 0.80 with a median of 0.50. In other words, Paulin work suggests that creating185
reusable software component for a broad audience takes more resources (15% to 100% more) than creating a less186
generic point solution. The 20% of the total cost of development directed towards reuse, a factor Poulin calls187
Relative Cost of Reuse (RCR) would represent an impressive number in the pre-object-oriented development188
world, but in the world of service oriented architectures and component application; it is believed that 80% is a189
more accurate figure. This ability to reuse the majority of the software development by an organization is one of190
the key attributes of SOA development, and while the number will vary greatly from one development organization191
to another, it is our believe that the early adopters will see this or an even greater degree of reuse simply because192
initial SOA development will target precisely those applications and business processes that have the greater193
reuse potential. Mili et al., [31] has published a variety of RCWR factor values that have been developed since194
the early 1990’s based on the experiences of a number of sources. Discussion about cost estimation for SOA195
implementation also appears in industry. Linthicum [32] outlines some general guidelines for estimating the cost196
of an SOA application. According to these guidelines, the calculation of SOA cost can be expressed as a sum of197
several cost analysis procedures.198

Cost of SOA = (Cost of Data Complexity + Cost of Service Complexity +Cost of Process Complexity +199
Enabling Technology Solution) Furthermore, Linthicum also provides some detailed specification. For example,200
the basic element Complexity of the Data Storage Technology is figured as a percentage between 0% and 100%201
(Relational is 30%, Object-Oriented is 60%, and ISAM is 80%). Nevertheless, the other aspects of the calculation202
are suggested to follow similar means without clarifying essential matters. Meanwhile, Linthicum reminds that203
the notable problem is that this approach is not a real WBS approach is a ”Division of labour” or ”Divide and204
conquered” method which can be traced back to as early as 200BC [33], when the Babylonian reciprocal table205
of Inakibit-Anu was used to facilitate searching and sorting numerical values. However, the first description of206
the divide and conquered algorithm appears in John Mauchly’s article discussing its application in computer207
sorting [33]. Nowadays, the approach is applied widely in areas such as Parallel Computing [34], Clustering208
Computing [35], Granular Computing [36], and Huge Data Mining [37]. The principle underlying WBS is shown209
in Figure 1. That is to recursively decompose SOA into sub problems (services) until all the sub-problems are210
sufficiently simple enough, and then to solve the sub-problems (cost the services). Resulting solutions (costs)211
are then recomposed to form an overall solution. Adopting this principle will lead to different subroutines for212
different sub-problems. Normally, some or all of the subproblems are of the same type as the input problem, thus213
WBS procedure can be naturally expressed recursively. The QuickSort [33] algorithm has such The advantages214
of applying WBS approach to SOA problems are numerous, and can be classified as followings:215

? Structural Simplicity : Profiting from perhaps the simplest structuring technique, WBS is a high216
priority strategy to resolve problems not only in the SOA field but also in computing generally, politics and217
sociology fields. No matter where the approach is applied the solution structure can be expressed explicitly218
in a program-like function such as: Solution(x) is equivalent to: IF IsBase(x) Then SolveDirectly(x) Else219
Compose(Solution(Decompose(x)))220

Where x is the original problem that will be solved through Solution procedure, IsBase is used to verify whether221
the problem x is primitive or not, which returns TRUE if x is a basic problem unit, or FALSE otherwise. Solve222
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Directly presents the conquer procedure. Decompose is referred to as the decomposing operation, while Compose223
is referred to as the composing operation224

? Computational Efficiency : WBS can be used for designing fast algorithms. In appropriate application225
scenarios, the approach leads to asymptotically optimal cost for solving the problems. A problem of size N can226
be broken into a bounded number P of sub-problems of size N/P step by step, and all the basic sub-problems227
have constant-bounded size. Then the algorithm will have O(NlogN) worst-case program execution performance.228
Normally, the consequence is more flexible because the size and the number of tasks can be decided at run-time.229

? Parallelism : Since sub-problems in the individual division stage are logically and physically independent,230
the WBS approach can be naturally executed in parallel procedures. For computing problems, it is suitable for231
application in parallel machines due not only to the independent problem grains but also the efficient use of cache232
and deep memory hierarchies [38]. In fact, it has been considered as one of the well-known parallel programming233
paradigms.234

? Capability of Solving Complexity : Through Dismantle of an overall goal into smaller and independent235
sub-problems, the SS strategy can provide adaptation scalability and variability, and can be used in the areas236
of engineering to reduce and manage complexity. Those complicated cases, such as resolutions for conceptually237
difficult problems, and approximate algorithms for NP-hard problems, are usually based on the divide and238
conquer principle. Given these merits, WBS can be considered a suitable and effective approach to accommodate239
complex problems such as cost estimation for SOA-based software development, where individual measures must240
be carried out independently. The following sections discuss its applications in SOA cost estimation.241

procedure.242

8 b) Service Classification243

Implementing SOA could be complex and onerous, while complexity measurement for SOA-based system is244
still an open question [39]. Chaos [40] claims that the complexity is restricting some SOA implementations.245
For the same reason, there are also many challenges to estimate the cost and effort of SOAbased software246
development. Fortunately, the major advantages of SOA are mainly reusability and composability with an247
emphasis on extensibility and flexibility, at a high level of granularity and abstraction. In other words, SOA-248
based software can be naturally divided into a set of loosely coupled services. These services can then be249
classified through their different features. Krafzig et al. [41] has identified that distinguishing services into250
classes is extremely helpful when properly estimating the implementation and maintenance cost, and the cost251
factors may vary depending on the service type. However, there is no standard way to categorize services. Service252
classification can be different for different purposes, for example differentiating services according to their target253
audience [2], categorizing services through their business roles and responsibilities [28], and classifying services254
by using their background techniques and protocols [42]. Services in our work are characterized as follows:255

? Available Service (basic service type), when the service already existing i.e. it may be provided by a third256
party or inherited from legacy SOA based systems.257

? Migrated Service (basic service type), is the service to be generated through modifying or wrapping reusable258
traditional software component(s).259

? New Service (basic service type), is the service to be developed from scratch.260
? Combined Service is the service arising from the combination of any above three types of basic services or261

other combined services.262
Through this type of classification, four different development areas are identified in SOA projects. These263

areas present both a decomposition process that results in Service Discovery, Service Migration, and Service264
Development, and a recomposition process that is Service Integration. The cost estimation for overall SOAbased265
software development can then be separated into these smaller areas with corresponding metrics. Therefore, the266
WBS approach is a feasible attempt for SOA-based software cost estimation following this development oriented267
service classification.268

9 c) WBS Cost Estimation Frameworks269

The proposed cost estimation framework for SOA-based software follows the WBS principle. Firstly, through270
the service-oriented analysis, the SOA project is divided into basic services recursively. Secondly, different sets271
of metrics are adopted to satisfy the cost and effort estimation for different service development processes. The272
total cost and effort of the SOA project will be calculated through the service integration procedure as shown in273
Figure 2. C1 is the cost estimation model or software size measurement used to accomplish modelling or sizing274
work for discovering available services, C2 represents migrating potential services, C3 represents developing new275
services, and C4 is the cost estimation model or size measurement for calculating the service integration effort.276
The Decomposability condition depends on the design and real situations whether the current service should be277
further divided or developed as a whole. The framework in Figure 2 presents the generic process of SOA cost278
estimation using the WBS method. To precisely describe the WBS based cost estimation for SOA-based software279
development, the complete process was expressed in pseudo code (Table ??). We define the stage that service280
division occurs as the service levels, and the combined service stands in a higher level next to its successive281
component services.282
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15 D) LEVERAGING THE LEGACY INVESTMENT

10 MPLEMENTATION283

We employ Visualization RCD Beam for Service Oriented Architecture (VisRCDBeam for SOA) implemented by284
Yusuf et al [43] as an application case study. There are two reasons for choosing this case:285

The VisRCDBeam for SOA case study characterizes all the service types listed in the previous section, and286
there are a limited number of services which are adequate for illustrative purpose in this paper.287

The SOA project itself is treated at the highestlevel coarse-grain service, which is also the initial input288
parameter of SoaCostEstimation function. Within the body of SoaCostEstimation function, the cost of the input289
service development will be estimated directly if the service belongs to those three basic types, or recursively290
calculated by analyzing and composing the cost and effort of the development for component services.291

When composing individual service development costs into the overall SOA-based software development cost,292
the strategy of supposed service integration is progressed level-by-level instead of integrating the services all at293
once. The reason of adopting such a strategy is that, according to our work, service integration occurring in294
different levels will make different contributions to the total cost and effort of the project development. A real295
example can be used to by using corresponding metrics C3. f. Estimate the cost and effort of integrating the above296
four component services into the VisRCDBeam for SOA Service by using corresponding metrics C4. g. Divide297
the VisRCDTable Advisor Service into its two basic component services. h. Notice that Legacy System Service298
(i.e., RCDBeam) and Transform Service (i.e., RCD Table ?? have both been taken into account. i. Estimate the299
cost and effort of mining the Legacy System Service (i.e., RCDBeam) and Transform Service (i.e., RCD Table) by300
using corresponding metrics C1. Since these two services are in the same project and can be directly identified,301
the cost and effort here can be treated as zero in this special case. j. Estimate the cost and effort of integrating302
the above two component services into the VisRCDTable Advisor Service by using the corresponding metrics303
C4. k. Estimate the cost and effort of integrating the VisRCDBeam for SOA Service and VisRCDTable Advisor304
Service into the Automation System by using the corresponding metrics C4. l. Sum up all the estimation results305
to calculate the total cost and effort of the Automation System development. Through the demonstration of the306
VisRCDBeam for SOA case, the WBS framework is proven helpful for simplifying and regulating the SOA-based307
software cost estimation. Moreover, all the simplified cost estimation problems are independent enough to be308
solved in parallel. The uniform and explicit working procedure within this WBS framework is then a feasible309
attempt to SOA based software cost estimation.310

11 OA ENEFITS311

SOA benefit organizations in different ways, depending on the respective goals and the manner in which SOA is312
applied. We have generalized the list of common benefits and certainly not exhaustive. It is merely an indication313
of the potential this architectural platform has to offer.314

12 Improved integration (and intrinsic interoperability)315

SOA can result in the creation of solutions that consist of inherently interoperable services. The net result is316
intrinsic interoperability, which turns a crossapplication integration project into less of a custom development317
effort, and more of a modeling exercise. The cost and effort of cross-application integration is significantly lowered318
when applications being integrated are SOA-compliant.319

13 Inherent reuse320

Service-orientation promotes the design of services that are inherently reusable. Building services to be321
inherently reusable results in a moderately increased development effort and requires the use of design standards.322
Subsequently leveraging reuse within services lowers the cost and effort of building serviceoriented solutions.323

14 c) Streamlined architectures and solutions324

The concept of composition is another fundamental part of SOA. It is not, however, limited to the assembly325
of service collections into aggregate services. The WS platform is based in its entirety on the principle of326
composability. This aspect of serviceoriented architecture can lead to highly optimized automation environments,327
where only the technologies required actually become part of the architecture. Realizing this benefit requires328
adherence to design standards that govern allowable extensions within each application environment. Benefits329
of streamlined solutions and architectures include the potential for reduced processing overhead and reduced330
skill-set requirements (because technical resources require only the knowledge of a given application, service, or331
service extension).332

15 d) Leveraging the legacy investment333

The industry-wide acceptance of the Web services technology set has spawned a large adapter market, enabling334
many legacy environments to participate in service-oriented integration architectures. This allows IT departments335
to work toward a state of federation, where previously isolated environments now can interoperate without336
requiring the development of expensive and sometimes fragile point-to-point integration channels. Though still337
riddled with risks relating mostly to how legacy back-ends must cope with increased usage volumes, the ability to338
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use what we already have with service-oriented solutions that we are building now and in the future is extremely339
attractive. The cost and effort of integrating legacy and contemporary solutions is lowered. The need for legacy340
systems to be replaced is potentially lessened.341

16 e) Establishing standardized XML data representation342

On its most fundamental level, SOA is built upon and driven by XML. As a result, an adoption of SOA leads343
to the opportunity to fully leverage the XML data representation platform. A standardized data representation344
format (once fully established) can reduce the underlying complexity of all affected application environments.345
Past efforts to standardize XML technologies have resulted in limited success, as XML was either incorporated346
in an ad-hoc manner or on an ”as required” basis. These approaches severely inhibited the potential benefits347
XML could introduce to an organization. With contemporary SOA, establishing XML data representation348
architecture becomes a necessity, providing organizations the opportunity to achieve their goal, the cost and349
effort of application development is reduced after a proliferation of standardized XML data representation is350
achieved.351

17 S B352

V.353
g) ”Best-of-breed” alternatives Some of the harshest criticisms laid against IT departments are related to354

the restrictions imposed by a given technology platform on its ability to fulfill the automation requirements of355
an organization’s business areas. This can be due to the expense and effort required to realize the requested356
automation, or it may be the result of limitations inherent within the technology itself. Either way, IT departments357
are frequently required to push back and limit or even reject requests to alter or expand upon existing automation358
solutions. SOA won’t solve these problems entirely, but it is expected to increase empowerment of both business359
and IT communities. A key feature of service-oriented enterprise environments is the support of ”best-ofbreed”360
technology. Because SOA establishes a vendorneutral communications framework, it frees IT departments from361
being chained to a single proprietary development and/or middleware platform. For any given piece of automation362
that can expose an adequate service interface, we now have a choice as to how we want to build the service that363
implements it. The potential scope of business requirement fulfillment increases, as does the quality of business364
automation.365

18 h) Organizational agility366

Agility is a quality inherent in just about any aspect of the enterprise. A simple algorithm, a software component,367
a solution, a platform, a process all of these parts contain a measure of agility related to how they are constructed,368
positioned, and leveraged. How building blocks such as these can be realized and maintained within existing369
financial and cultural constraints ultimately determines the agility of the organization as a whole. Much of service-370
orientation is based on the assumption that what you build today will evolve over time. One of the primary371
benefits of a welldesigned SOA is to protect organizations from the impact of this evolution. When accommodating372
change becomes the norm in distributed solution design, qualities such as reuse and interoperability become373
commonplace. The predictability of these qualities within the enterprise leads to a reliable level of organizational374
agility. However, all of this is only attainable through proper design and standardization. Change can be375
disruptive, expensive, and potentially damaging to inflexible IT environments. Building automation solutions376
and supporting infrastructure with the anticipation of change seems to make a great deal of sense. A standardized377
technical environment comprised of loosely coupled, composable, and interoperable and potentially reusable378
services establishes a more adaptive automation environment that empowers IT departments to more easily379
adjust to change. Further, by abstracting business logic and technology into specialized service layers, SOA can380
establish a loosely coupled relationship between these two enterprise domains. This allows each domain to evolve381
independently and adapt to changes imposed by the other, as required. Regardless of what parts of serviceoriented382
environments are leveraged, the increased agility with which IT can respond to business process or technology-383
related changes is significant. The cost and effort to respond and adapt to business or technologyrelated change384
is reduced.385

19 VI.386

20 DISCUSSION387

The aim of visRCDBeam for SOA is to upgrade its automation system so that it could remain competitive with388
other RCD tools and continue its business relationship with its primary client. We proceeded with a service-389
oriented analysis that decomposed its business process logic into a series of service candidates. This revealed390
the need for the following potential services and service layers: (a) A business service layer consisting of two391
tasks centric business services namely visRCDBeam for SOA and VisRCDTable Advisor, (b) An application392
service layer comprised of four application services. Each business process was represented with a task-centric393
business service that would act as a controller for a layer of application services. Reusability and extensibility394
in particular were emphasized during the design of the application services. We intend to have the initial SOA395
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to consist of services that supported both of its current business processes, while being sufficiently extensible396
to accommodate future requirements without too much impact. To realize the visRCDBeam for SOA tool, we397
compose these services into a two-level hierarchy where the parents VisRCDBeam for SOA and VisRCDTable398
advisor business services coordinate the execution of all application services. Unlike many of the current cost399
estimation approaches, the proposed WBS framework uses a set of metrics to satisfy the development cost400
estimation for SOA-based software. The WBS concentrates on the software development process. It list Service401
Discovery as an individual cost estimation area as well as Service Migration, Service Development, and Service402
Integration. The framework estimates overall cost and effort through the independent estimation activities in four403
different development areas of an SOA application. WBS framework is generic and flexible by switching different404
types of metrics; it could satisfy different requirements of SOA-based software cost estimation such as building405
cost estimation model, measuring software size, and predicting the overall cost ultimately. One issue is that406
there are currently few available metrics for the detailed cost estimation for SOA-based software development.407
Future research should develop new metrics to resolve this issue. Meanwhile, some reusable existing metrics408
can be integrated into the proposed WBS framework, for example Tansey and Stroulia’s work [18] [related to409
Service Development and SMART method [26] are related to Service Migration. Over all, instead of trying410
to enumerate SOA project types, the WBS framework unifies and regulates the cost and effort estimation for411
SOA-based software development.412

21 VII.413

22 CONCLUSION414

Poor project management could bring failure to SOA. Gone are the days when one person is the SOA architect,415
developer, data architect, network architect and security specialist. The complexity of SOA should not be416
underestimated. Failure to implement and adhere to SOA governance is an imperative issue; the development417
effort is shifting from building services to consuming services. Vendors could be allowed to drive the architecture418
but relying too much on vendors can be a disaster. Conquer theory, this framework can be helpful for simplifying419
the complexity of SOA cost estimation. By hosting different sets of metrics, this generic framework will be suitable420
not only for the complete cost estimation work but also for the partial requirements, such as building estimation421
model, and measuring the size of SOA applications. We have fulfilled our original goals by producing proper422
costing of an SOA project that supports two service-oriented solutions. Online transaction is now possible.423
New requirements can be accommodated with minimal impact. The standard application service layer will424
likely continue to offer reusability functionalities to accommodate the fulfilment of new requirements. And425
any functional gaps will likely be addressed by extending the services without significantly disrupting existing426
implementations. Furthermore, should we decide to replace our taskcentric business services with an orchestration427
service layer in the future, the abstraction established by the existing application service layer will protect the428
application services from having to undergo redevelopment. We have established a legacy system service (which429
is essentially a wrapper service for graphics drawing) as part of its application service layer it has opened up a430
generic and point that can facilitate integration. There is an old saying that you cannot manage what you cannot431
measure. By increasing the number of ”moving pieces” in IT solutions, SOA increases the number of pieces that432
require measurement. Given the relative immaturity of the SOA paradigm, it is particularly important now,433
when best practices have not yet been established and the understanding of cause and effect is limited. Indeed,434
the inability to collect cost and schedule data at the task level may be part of the reason why so many case435
studies in SOA only present project-level estimates of averted cost. 1

Figure 1:
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[Note: project type, a set of methods, templates and cost models and functions are used to support the cost and
effort estimation work for each project time which are then used to generate the overall cost of an SOA project
(a combination of one or more of the project types). Except for the SMART (Software Engineering Institute’s
Service Migration and Reuse Technique) method]

Figure 7:

A Framework for Costing Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) Projects Using Work Breakdown Structure
(WBS)
Ap-
proach

III. METHODOLOGY
a) SOA-Based Software Cost Estimation Using Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS) Approach

[Note: metric. Additionally, SOA based software is inevitably more complicated than traditional software[2]. It
is therefore doubtful that Data Complexity, System Complexity,]

Figure 8:
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